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1.

Introduction

Welcome to our “Virtual Power System” and to the system of “Intelligent Energy”. In
this manual we want to show you how to use our presented visualization and how
you can generate different scenarios for the electricity “prosumption”. But first of all
we want to illustrate our motivation to create such a virtual system:
In cause of the scarcity of raw materials and the climate change, the Allgäuer Überlandwerk (AÜW) is aspired to find proper opportunities to guarantee security, efficiency and environmental compatibility for their customers in the future. One great
alternative is the energy production of renewable sources. But this technology does
not offer only great opportunities, it also causes new challenges:
The increasing number of local supply facilities, indicates that more and more
consumers transform into producers and personate a new group of costumers
 “prosumer”.
This development implements a greater demand on the grid and therefore an
extension of this technology.
Another problem which should be solved is the insecurity of our environmental
conditions. If there is no sun, wind or water, there will not be any renewable
electricity.
To cope with these problems the AÜW take part on the EU-supported research project “AlpEnergy” and develop different models to guarantee an efficiency and ecological supply system. In the frame of AlpEnergy project there will be realized a pilot
project of a ”Virtual Power System” in the Allgäu region which depicts an intelligent
system control centre. This system operates and controls all components of energy
trade – consumption; production; transport; dispersion – and can be adopt for all regions in the Alps.
So we can say a Virtual Power System is comparable with a balance: On the one
hand are consumers who need a certain amount of energy. And on the other hand,
there are the producers who satisfy this demand of a certain amount of energy. The
“Virtual Power System” is a tool which demonstrates this situation and shows how
our future energy supply will work.

CONSUMPTION

PRODUCTION

AIM  P RODUCTION = C ONSUMPTION

After this short introduction we want to lead you through the program. Step-by-step
you will learn to use our system control centre and get to know which different information will be supplied by this system.
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2.

FIRST STEP – Overview layer

Please activate the button VISUALISIERUNG STARTEN and you get to the start
page of the system.

The yellow letter which appears* in front of digital landscape is similar to the introduction above  push START and the working platform can be used.

*

if the yellow letter does not appear, please start the program again
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2.1

Objects of production and consumption

Before you work with the program, you should know which different objects of production and consumption are set in:

Production
Water energy
Sun
Wind
Pumped storage*
Bio gas
Wood
Natural gas

 Hydro electric power station
 Photovoltaic power station
 Wind generator
 Pumped storage power station


Combined heat and
power generation

Consumption
Private households, trade and industry (towns, villages and rural areas with
isolated farms)
Charging station for electric vehicles *
Prosumer (Producer + Consumer) e.g. private households, trade and industry
Electric facilities
Transformer substation
Distribution transformer
Virtual Power Station
Network/Grid

*

these technologies can be used as a kind of energy storage
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On the right hand side there are three layers:
Overview
 ÜBERSICHT
Analysis

 ANALYSE

Energy House

 ENERGIE HAUS

2.2

Features of the overview layer

The first layer ÜBERSICHT is about some basic functions which can be set by your
own. The dataset is based on real parameters from 2009!!!
GERMAN
Bitte wählen Sie
Datum
Zeit

ENGLISH
please choose
date
time

The first feature is about the date and time setting, which are the basis of your simulated scenario. Depending on the date and time you choose – the weather (temperature, duration of sun hours, etc.) will be different. And this affects the efficiency of renewable energy.
 To start the simulation please choose your period and push START
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GERMAN
Äußere Einflüsse
Luftdruck
Feuchtigkeit
Sonnenstrahlung
Windgeschwindigkeit
Besonderheit

ENGLISH
external influences
air pressure
moisture
solar radiation
wind speed
characteristic

This feature is a result of the first one. The weather parameters are directly influenced of the date and time you chose.

GERMAN
Energieversorgung heute
Energieversorgung
Zukunft
Energiebalken

ENGLISH
energy supply today
energy supply tomorrow
energy bars

The third feature is a tool which shows different types of the energy supply – today
and tomorrow.
Furthermore you can activate energy bars and energy bar info’s.
 To switch between the views please make a cross at quarters

GERMAN
Legende
Stromnetz (Sommer/Winter)
Kommunikationsnetz
Stromerzeugung
Zwischenspeicherung
Wärmeerzeugung

ENGLISH
caption
grid (summer/winter)
communication net
electricity production
temporary storage
heat production

MEANING

energy
bars

This feature is a legend of the symbols from the last tool. Depending on your crosses
there will appear different symbols in the landscape. The meanings are listed in the
box above. The bars next to the energy sources depict a level of electricity production, temporary storage or heat production. And these bar levels depend on external
influences like the weather or the consumption.
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The yellow lines and the white balls demonstrate that grid already connects all consumers and producers today.

But in the future a communication net will enable, that information about the energy
production potential and the energy demand can be compared and adjusted. The red
balls and arches simulate these information signals which are the basis of a well
balanced energy commerce.
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3.

SECOND STEP – Analysis layer

3.1

Features of the Analysis layer

If you want to start the Analysis layer, please “click” on ANALYSE .

The window which appears is just a German explanation for this layer and is not important for the progress.
In the Analysis module the performance of capacity and the dataset of producer and
consumer are visualized in a certain time period. To get a result - with real based
weather dates from the region Allgäu of the year 2009 - from this tool, some steps
have to be done:
1.

Fix a date and time when the visualization has to begin

2.

Choose a time period (from 12 hours to 1 year)
GERMAN
Startzeit
Datum
Zeit
Monat
Jahr

3.

ENGLISH
start time
date
time
Month
year

Select an energy-mix for the consumption from the box below
GERMAN
ENGLISH
Berechnungen calculations
Wasser
water
KWK
combined heat and
power generation
Solar-Wind
solar-wind
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4.

Now select one or more consumer and producer categories to compare
their performances. The appearing colour is the same as in the object explanation on page 4 and in the following chart.
GERMAN
Erzeuger
Wasserkraft
Sonne
Wind
Biogas
Holz
Erdgas
Klärgas
Pumpspeicher
Elektromobilität
Energiehandel
Verbraucher
Privat
Gewerbe
Industrie
Pumpspeicher
Elektromobilität
Energiehandel

5.

ENGLISH
producer
water energy
sun
wind
bio gas
wood
natural gas
gas from purification plants
pumped storage
electro mobility
energy trade (buy)
consumer
private
trade
industry
pumped storage
electro mobility
energy trade (sale)

In the next box you can set one additional feature (Zusatzeinstellung) for
your own scenario. The three classes weather influence (Wettereinfluss),
heat curves (Wärmekurven) and model (Tarif) are subdivided with further
items.
Your
choice
will
be
appear
in
the
chart:
Wettereinfluss (wählen)
Temperatur
Globalstrahlung
Windgeschwindigkeit
Luftdruck
Wärmekurven (wählen)
KWK Erdgas

KWK Holz
KWK Biogas
KWK Klärgas
Tarif (wählen)
Grundtarif
HT NT
Dynamisch

weather
influence
(choose)
temperature
global radiation
wind speed
air pressure
heat curves (choose)
combined heat and
power
generation
(c.h.p.) natural gas
c.h.p. wood
c.h.p. bio gas
c.h.p. gas from purification plants
model (choose)
basic
high-/low model
dynamic
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6.

3.2

If you want to check your results on the chart, please “click” on
ZUM DIAGRAMM

Examples

The following examples show you some of the mentioned adjustments from above
and help you to understand the program and its information:
The first example shows you two different charts of the energy production and –
consumption. The first opportunity is the EINZELDARSTELLUNG . This modus
generates a chart which shows you the production/consumption of each activated
item.

The KOMBINIERTE DARSTELLUNG gives you an overview and the sum of all activated items. It is an accumulated graphic.
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The next picture shows you the whole production and consumption in the first week
of August in the accumulated perspective.

The productions are the coloured fields and the consumption is the thin and spiked
red line. The problem which appears is that there is more production than consumption or vice versa at the most time of the week. On Monday, there is a lack of energy
which is needed and on Wednesday there is always more production than consumption  the energy balance is not stable!
The Virtual Power System will help to cope with this problem!
It helps to control the peaks and the lacks and adapt the consumption to the production and vice versa. This case implements that the consumption on Monday should
be lower and higher on Wednesday.
(1)

The energy trade of production
fills the lacks (1) and the energy
trade of consumption regulates
the peaks of consumption (2).


Just activate the button
ENERGIEHANDEL
and the balance will be stable

(2)
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The third example is about the additional features.

The chart shows that the produced energy is regulated by the additional features. In
this case the photovoltaic energy depends on the global radiation.
Another case could be the wind energy which depends on the wind speed:
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The last chapter is about the energy mix from the box “Berechnungen”.

In cause of our potential study “PEESA” (which almost has a universal valid for the
alp regions) we have 3 fundamental scenarios which implement different energy
mixes.
The common scenario is based on water – it simulates the stand of today.

A potential scenario is based on wind and the sun and increases the problem of
example two:

The peaks are much higher and reach over 300 kW. This causes a higher difference
and implements a greater challenge to solve the problem of a stable balance.
After this short introduction into our Analysis Layer of the Virtual Power System we
hope you are going to enjoy the program with the real generated results of 2009.
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4.

THIRD STEP – Energy House

The last layer ENERGIE-HAUS gives an overview of different household devices
and their energy consumption. If you want to control the energy consumption of the
different devices just activate your choice on the right side of the desktop and you will
see how much energy is necessary to run this device in the chart above. Furthermore
the device will move, blink, or do other things in the visualization.

GERMAN
Energieverbrauch im
Durchschnitt
Verbraucher
Computer
LCD TV
Stehlampe
Kühl-/Gefrierschrank
Smart-Meter
E-Herd
Spülmaschine
Waschmaschine
Wäschetrockner
Auto

ENGLISH
average energy
consumption
consumer
computer
LCD TV
lamp
fridge
Smart-Meter
electro cooker
dishwasher
washing machine
laundry dryer
car
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5.

Dictionary

The table below is a summary for all German terms from this visualisation and their
translation:
GERMAN

ENGLISH

Äußere Einflüsse
Auto
Berechnungen
Besonderheit
Biogas
Bitte wählen Sie
Computer
Datum
Dynamisch
E-Herd
Elektromobilität
Energiebalken
Energiehandel
Energieverbrauch im Durchschnitt
Energieversorgung heute
Energieversorgung Zukunft
Erdgas
Erzeuger
Feuchtigkeit
Gewerbe
Grundtarif
Holz
HT NT
Industrie
Klärgas
Kommunikationsnetz
Kühl-/Gefrierschrank
KWK
KWK Biogas
KWK Erdgas

external influences
car
calculations
characteristic
bio gas
please choose
computer
date
dynamic
electro cooker
electro mobility
energy bars
energy trade (sale)
average energy consumption
energy supply today
energy supply tomorrow
natural gas
producer
moisture
trade
basic
wood

KWK Holz
KWK Klärgas
LCD TV
Luftdruck
Privat
Pumpspeicher
Smart-Meter
Solar-Wind
Sonne

industry
gas from purification plants
communication net
fridge
Combined heat and power generation
c.h.p. bio gas
combined heat and power generation
(c.h.p.) natural gas
c.h.p. wood
c.h.p. gas from purification plants
LCD TV
air pressure
private
pumped storage
Smart-Meter
solar-wind
sun
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Sonnenstrahlung
Spülmaschine
Stehlampe
Stromerzeugung
Stromnetz (Sommer/Winter)
Tarif (wählen)
Temperatur
Verbraucher
Wärmeerzeugung
Wärmekurven (wählen)
Waschmaschine
Wäschetrockner
Wasser
Wasserkraft
Wettereinfluss (wählen)
Wind
Windgeschwindigkeit
Zeit
Zwischenspeicherung

solar radiation
dishwasher
lamp
electricity production
grid (summer/winter)
model (choose)
temperature
consumer
heat production
heat curves (choose)
washing machine
laundry dryer
water
water energy
weather influence (choose)
wind
wind speed
time
temporary storage
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